
STATE OF INDIANA 	) 	 IN THE RIPLEY CIRCUIT COURT 
)SS: 

COUNTY OF DEARBORN) 	 GENERAL TERM, 2009 

MELISSA BREWINGTON 	 CAUSE NO. 69C01-0701-DR-007 
Petitioner 

VS. 

DANIEL BREWINGTON 
Respondent 

FILED
. 

An • 2009 

HIPLLY COUNTY COURTS 
JUDGMENT AND 

FINAL ORDER ON DECREE OF DISSOLUTION OF MARRIAGE 

This matter came for final hearing on May 27, June 2, and June 3, 2009. Petitioner, 

Melissa Brewington, appeared in person and with counsel, Angela G. Loechel, and 

Respondent, Daniel Brewington, appeared in person. 

The Court, having heard testimony, having received evidence, and having taken this 

cause of action under advisement, now FINDS as follows: 

1. More than sixty (60) days have passed since the filing of this action on 

January 8, 2007. 

2. The parties were continuous residents of the County of Ripley for more than 

three (3) months and the State of Indiana for more than six (6) months 

immediatley preceding the filing of the Petition for Dissolution of Marriage. 

3. The parties were lawfully married on August 10, 2002, in Norwood, Ohio. 

4. There have been two (2) children born as the issue of their marriage,namely: 

111111111111111111111111111k borrrSIIIMINIIIIIM who is now five (5) years old and 

1101111111PINIONIL born 111.111111111M who is now three (3) years old. 

5. There has been an irretrievable breakdown in the marriage. 



6. That Petitioner/Wife is not pregnant. 

7. The marriage of the parties is hereby dissolved and the parties are restored 

to the state of unmarried persons. 

8. It is in the best interests of the minor children,11111111111111111011, born 

01111111■11111■111, 

 

and lIllMIMIIMININIMIO=NNINIMIMP that 

Petitioner/Wife be granted sole custody of the minor children and that 

Respondent/Husband's visitation with the minor children be restricted based 

upon the testimony of the parties and Dr. Edward Connor, the Custodial 

Evaluation and Addendum, and the evidence presented. The Court has 

taken judicial notice of the entire file in this case and the Court considers 

Respondent's actions in the hearings on this action. The Court specifically 

finds: 

A. Wife is and has been the primary caretaker of the children. She was 

granted temporary sole custody of the children on March 6, 2007. 

B. Wife is the parent that primarily interacts with and takes the chldren 

to their medical providers and has scheduled the children's surgery. 

Petitioner/Wife has been to 71 of the 74 pediatrician visits and 

Respondent/Husband has been to only 9 of those visits. Of the 21 

specialist appointments, Wife was at 20 of said appointments and 

Husband was at 2. Of the 5 surgeries Wife was at all 5 and Husband 

was at 4 as he missed 	ear surgery in December, 2006. 

(Petitioner's Exhibit #26, 27, 28 and 29). Wife was present for all of 

MOP speech therapy sessions and Husband was not present for 
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any of said sessions. Further, Wife took the girls to all of their dental 

appointments and Husband attended none. 

C. 	Wife is the parent primarily involved with the children's formal 

education. Wife has primarily interacted with the teachers and the 

care providers prior to Husband abruptly taking the children out of 

41111.11111111111.1.1111for daycare after the Amended Provisional 

Orders were issued. Further, Wife primarily interacts with 11.111.1 

INOMIIIII with respect WOW pre kindergarten and takes the 

initiative to ensure that 1.11 is not left out of activities ati.11111111. 

111111.111111111ftin Lawrenceburg, Indiana. Husband has his mother 

take or pick up the children from  significant 

amount of the time (Petitioner's Exhibits #30 and 31) and did not 

attend MOW first day of school, meet the teacher night, or 

parent/teacher conferences in both 2007 and 2008. Wife has made 

arrangements for ow kindergarten next school year atINIUM 

Elementary School and has 1111111111 registered for preschool at 

11111111.1 In addition,Mfabwill be the children's daycare provider 

in the summer months. 

D. 	Wife is involved in a variety of activities with the children, including 

one-on-one activities, family activities, and organized activities. Of the 

one hundred thirty-five (135) organized extracurricular activities 

attended by the children, Wife was at 133, while Husband was 
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present for 3 dance recitals. Wife's family has many family traditions 

that she participates in with the children. Further, Wife spends time 

with the children at the zoo, the Museum Center, the circus, Disney 

on Ice, swimming at the YMCA, going to parks, taking walks, riding 

bikes, baking cookies, doing arts and crafts, and a variety of other 

activities. 

E. 	Wife is the parent that encourages the children's spirituality. As the 

children were baptized Catholic, she takes the children to Mass on her 

weekends at  or.MM.Church, and intends for 

the children to attend- Elementary School ink, 

Ohio. 

F 	Wife provides the children with a clean and safe environment, with 

clean clothes, with meals, and other necessities. Wife also provides 

them with their own room. Husband sleeps in the same room with the 

children at his residence and when they stay with his mother. Further, 

Husband's home was messy and disorganized with food lying on the 

counters during the custodial evaluation. This condition existed 

despite Respondent's mother assisting him in cleaming the home 

before the visit. (Petitioner's Exhibit #39). 

G. Wife continues to see MMR, a child psychologist to assist her in 

making this difficult time easier for the children, as well as reading 

books to help the children. 

H. Wife has sought help from a psychologist,ANIMIUM, forte 
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Husband contacted said psychologist with concerns about 

confidentiality, refused to fill out the paperwork for ...1M and 

sent  a lengthy letter stating that he was afraid the 

paperwork would be used against him in Court and he would have to 

subpoena 11111111/10. SINIMaffithen refused to treat with war 
I. Husband took monies from //Mk account that was funded with her 

birthday, Christmas, Baptism money, and small contributions from 

Wife's salary. With the monies that he withdrew and the bank fees 

due to his withdrawl, Husband owed  1 account $640.00. 

J. Joint custody is inappropriate given the findings of the custodial 

evaluation, the addendum, the testimony of the parties and Dr. 

Connor, the Court's file in this action, and Respondent's actions in the 

Court. Husband has severe Attention Deficit Disorder that affects his 

ability to focus and concentrate, he rambles and forgets, and is given 

to impulsive and incoherent thought. (Petitioner's Exhibit #39). 

Husband could not communicate with mother with the skills necessary 

to conduct joint custody. 

K. The Psychometric Test Results of the Husband reported in the 

Confidential Custody Evaluation of August 29, 2007, and Dr. Connor's 

testimony, indicate that he has 'a degree of psychological disturbance 

that is concerning and does not lend itself to proper parenting." His 

profile as per the Custody Evaluation and Dr. Connors testimony 

indicates that Respondent is paranoid, is manipulative, exhibits a 
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"manic-like existence", is "unwilling to accept responsibility for his 

behavior", is self-centered, "has difficulty seeing an issue from 

another's perspective", likes to do "things on his own was as opposed 

to being more cooperative and compromising" when needed, and 

"does not handle criticism well." Most of these behaviors were 

exhibited by Respondent at some time during the hearings before this 

Court. 

L. According to Dr. Connor's testimony, Husband's writings are similar 

to those of individuals who have committed horrendous crimes 

against their families. 

M. In the past, Husband has shoved Wife and has blocked her car to 

prevent her from leaving. (Petitioner's Exhibit #39). 

N. Husband has posted information about the dissolution proceeding on 

his website, on his blog, and on various other sites, and continued to 

post information even after the hearing for a temporary restraining 

order wherein the Court's Order stated that the "Court may also 

consider evidence presented at this hearing regarding the temporary 

restraining order in regard to the Court's decision as to visitation and 

custody and how Respondent's actions may affect the best interests 

of the children now and in the future." Husband quoted portions of 

the custodial evaluation in said postings, does not seem to appreciate 

the harm to the children by making these issues public, and is even 

instructing the children on how to use computers and to access the 
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Internet. 

0. 	Husband admitted to posting on his Face book page in regard to 

these proceedings that "This is like playing with gas and fire, and 

anyone who has seen me with gas and fire know that I am quite the 

accomplished pyromaniac". Husband also posted that if this Court 

wanted him to take down his internet postings concerning the 

dissolution that they would have to kill him to stop him. 

P 	Husband has threatened to share information about the dissolution 

with friends and families of the parties, to poll friends and family to 

determine which parent was acting more rational, and to put all the 

information about the dissolution in a time capsule for the children to 

open in the future. The Court finds this is part of his continuing effort 

to manipulate Wife. 

Q. Husband began instructing am now age 5, in the use of firearms 

when she was 4 years old over Wife's concerns and protests. Wife 

expressed concern for Husband leaving firearms around the house at 

the time of the Provisional Hearing, and Husband testified that he got 

the gun safe only to appease Wife. 

R. Husband has exposed the children to movies with inappropriate 

content for their age, and when confronted by Wife concerning... 

nightmares, Husband responded that Disney movies were more 

detrimental to the children than "Austin Powers". 
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S. 	The record of this case shows that Husband has attempted to 

intimidate the Court, Court staff, Wife, Dr. Connor and anyone else 

taking a position contrary to his own. The Court is most concerned 

about Husband's irrational behavior and attacks on Dr. Connor. 

Frankly it appears that these attacks have been an attempt at revenge 

for taking a position regarding custody contrary to Husband. The 

Court also finds that Husband has made a less than subtle attempt to 

intimidate Attorney Loechel by contacting Attorney Loechel's husband 

regarding weapons training during the pendency of the case. The 

Court also considers Husband's verbal explosion on the first day of 

the final hearing and the necessity to have a Sheriffs Deputy present 

in the Courtroom for all three (3) days of said hearing. In sum, the 

Court finds Husband to be irrational, dangerous and in need of 

significant counseling before he can conduct himself as a parent. 

Husband has stated that he acts in this manner to show his children 

that he is fighting for them. To the contrary, his words and actions 

show that he is, at least presently, unable to conduct himself with the 

level of maturity necessary to be a parent. Husband would be better 

served to show how much he can co-operate with Wife and the 

professionals involved for the best interests of his children. 

T. The majority of visitation transfers are now occurring at th  

40111111111111111111111■IMIIIIMIft 

U. Mother is a nurse at 

	

	 Hospital and works every 
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Wednesday, Friday, and every third Monday from 7:00 a.m. to 7:00 

p.m., and every third weekend from 7:00 a.m. to 7:00 p.m. Further, 

her holiday schedule rotates every three years. 

V. Husband voluntarily ceased working shortly after the Provisional 

Orders came out in this action. Mother, Sue Brewington has been 

giving Husband Two Thousand Five Hundred Dollars ($2,500.00) per 

month during the pendency of this case. 

W. Husband has been having his mother, Sue Brewington, watch the 

children for him while he "works" on his "legal project" instead of 

spending that time with the children. Sue Brewington did not 

participate in the custodial evaluation and her home was not 

evaluated. 

9. 	Child support shall be calculated based upon the following findings: 

A. Husband earned $37,165 in income from Secure America, Inc., in the 

tax year 2005, his last full year of employment before starting his own 

business (Petitioner's Exhibit #37). As such, Husband's weekly gross 

income will be imputed at $714.71 per week. Said amount should 

imputed as the gross weekly income for Husband as Husband initially 

went into business on his own without producing any profit and then 

voluntarily ceased to operate his own business, namely, Brewington 

Solutions, LLC. Husband would normally be entitled to offset his 

gross receipts with any ordinary and necesary expenses necessary 

to produce this income, but the majority of his deductions were 
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produced by depreciation on the 2005 Ford Truck that is being paid 

for with contributions from his mother. Sue Brewington is currently 

gifting to Husband the sum of $2,500 per month to cover his 

expenses and free housing valued by Respondent at $600 per month, 

as well as paying for his cell phone and utilities. Based upon the 

$2,500 per month in cash and free housing, Sue Brewington's 

contribution to Husband is equivalent to $37,200 per year or $715.39 

per week. 

B. Wife's 2008 income was $45,840.68. As such, her average weekly 

gross income is $881.55 per week. (Petitioner's Exhibit #36). 

C. The Weekly Work Related Child Care Expense for the children will be 

$174.71 per week. Said amount includes... tuition at.1111111111P 

at the rate of $2,785.00 per year (Petitioner's Exhibit #44),MIIII 

pre school at 411.1111 at the rate of $105.00 per week for the three 

days per week that she will be attending (Petitioner's Exhibit #43), and 

daycare at the rate of $105.00 per week form and $105.00 per 

week for allgafor a total of $210.00 per week at MEM for the 

days which Wife works during the summer months. 

D. Wife incurs $20.80 extra per week to cover the children on her 

employer provided medical and dental insurance (Petitioner's Exhibit 

#42). 

E. Parenting time credit was given for 96-100 overnights per year to 

Husband, for a parenting credit of $59.99 per week, although it is 
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anticipated that Husband will not exercise this many overnights. 

10. Wife has incurred the sum of $50,242.00 in attorney fees through June 1, 

2009. A majority of said fees were incurred based upon the actions of 

Husband which include filing many frivolous and, at times, nonsensical 

motions and petitions, and not co-operating in basic discovery. 

11. Wife incurred the sum of $600.00 for the appraisal of the personal property 

from Atlas Land Services and $150.00 for Mr. Nelson Elliot to appear in 

Court. (Petitioner's Exhibit #47). Said appraisal was the only appraisal 

performed on the personal property and Husband's actions contributed to the 

cost of said appraisal and the necessity for Mr. Elliot to appear in Court. 

12. Husband paid the sum of $1,350.00 which was a portion of the fee to Connor 

and Associates, PLLC for the Initial Custodial Evaluation that was performed 

by Agreed Order. Wife incurred the sum of $1,850.00 for said Evaluation. 

As such, Wife paid the final $250.00 owed by husband for said Evaluation, 

in addition to her half of the cost for the Initial Evaluation. Wife paid $350.00 

for the follow up appointment that was set to specifically address Husband's 

concerns although Husband failed to attend the session. Wife, also, incurred 

the sum of $1,500.00 for Dr. Connor to appear and testify at the Final 

Hearing, which was in large part made necessry by Husband's actions and 

behavior (Petitioner's Exhibit #48). 

13. The proceeds from the parties' 2006 State and Federal Income taxes total 

$5,058.00, (Petitioner's Exhibit #8) and are being held in the trust account of 

Wife's attorney. 



14. The 2003 Volkswagen Jetta TDI, had a blue book value of $10,135.00 and 

a payoff amount of approximately $4,332.35, at the time of filing. 

(Petitioner's Exhibit #9). The equity in said vehicle was $5,802.65 at the time 

of filing. Said vehicle has been in the possession of Wife since filing and 

was totaled and repaired by Wife after filing. 

15. The 2005 Ford F-250 had a blue book value of $25,180.00 at the time of 

filing (Petitioner's Exhbit #10), and a payoff amount represented by Husband 

to be $28,565.00. The equity in said vehicle has a negative value. Said 

vehicle has been in the possesion of Husband since filing. 

16. The parties Joint Checking Account had a value of $1,698.96 around the 

time of filing (Petitioner's Exhibit #11), theaMillInik Checking Account 

in Wife's name had a value of $1,043.89 around the time of filing. 

(Petitioner's Exhibit #12), and thei.1111111111111/11111111MMIS Account 

in Wife's name had a value of $275.90 around the time of filing (Petitioner's 

Exhibit #13). Husband testified that he also had a bank account atill. 

IIIINIMIt- which had a value of approximately $1,000.00 at the time of 

filing. 

17. Some of the personal property of the parties was appraised totaling 

$15,340.00. (Petitioner's Exhibit #3). 

18. Some of the Personal Property of the parties was unavailable for appraisal, 

but was valued by Wife at an amount totaling $5,210.00. (Petitioner's Exhibit 

#14). 

19. At the time of filing, Wife had a Pension Plan with her employer, -
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iallINWAIS valued at $6,168.00 (Petitioner's Exhibit #15), a 403(B) 

Retirement Account with valued at $1,502.30 

(Petitioner's Exhibit #17), and an I.R.A. fro mallIMIIIIIIM valued 

at $277.53 (Petitioner's Exhibit #18), which was a rollover account from her 

employment before the marriage at 11111111111■1 Husband had an Illuip 

=If I.R.A. valued at around $1,818.61 at the time of filing. 

20. At the time of filing, Wife owned Proctor and Gamble Stock valued at 

$735.18 (Petitioner's Exhibit #19), and General Electric Stock valued at 

$411.87 (Petitioner's Exhibit #20). Said stocks were gifted to Petitioner prior 

to marriage from family members. 

21. At the time of filing, Husband had an interest in Brewington Solutions, LLC. 

Said interest has an unknown value. 

22. At the time of filing, Husband had as an asset, a vested remainder interest 

in the Daniel P. Brewington Revocable Trust, (Respondent's Exhibit A), 

hereinafter referred to as the "Trust" valued at $264,530.00 based upon the 

following: 

A. Daniel P. Brewington, passed away on May 19, 1998, and at the time 

of his death was married to Sue A. Brewington and had two (2) 

children, namely, Respondent, Daniel Brewington and Matt 

Brewington. 

B. The "Trust" became non-revocable upon the death of Daniel P. 

Brewington. As such, the beneficiaries interest in the "Trust" became 

vested upon Daniel P. Brewington's death. 
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C. Pursuant to the "Trust" , upon the death of Daniel P. Brewington, Sue 

A. Brewington, widow of Daniel P. Brewington, is entitled to receive 

the income from said trust during her lifetime. (Respondent's Exhibit 

A). 

D. Pursuant to the "Trust", upon the death of Sue Brewington, the 

balance held in said Trust is to be distributed to Daniel P. 

Brewington's legal issue. (Respondent's Exhibit A), namely, Husband 

Daniel Brewington, and his brother Matt Brewington. This Court finds 

that Husband owns a specific remainder interest in the Trust Estate 

subject to Sue Brewington's life estate. The Court finds that this 

constitutes a vested remainder interest which may be sold, 

transferred or mortgaged. That it has a present value as presented 

and set forth in Paragraph H below. 

E. Sue A. Brewington, Respondent's mother, was born August 24, 1946, 

and was sixty-two (62) years old at the time of the hearing. 

F. Pursuant to the testimony of Sue A. Brewington, the "Trust" was 

created for tax reasons and to ensure the farm land remained in the 

family. 

G. The real estate consisting of six tracts containing residence and 

outbuildings, consisting of 163+ acres is a part of the "Trust", was 

appraised at $925,000 (Petitioner's Exhibit #1), and the real estate 

located at 	 , Milan, Indiana, 47032, 
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containing the home utilized by the parties as their residence during 

the marriage and 78+ acres is a part of the "Trust" and was appraised 

at $500,000.00. (Petitioner's Exhibit #2). As such, the total current 

appraised value of the proeprty in the "Trust" is $1,425,000.00. 

H. The value of Daniel and Matt Brewington's future interest or 

remainder interest in the 163+ acre parcel is $343,425.00, as of the 

date of filing (Petitioner's Exhibit #5), and the value of Daniel and Matt 

Brewington's future or remainder interest in the 78+ acre parcel that 

contained the marital residence is $185,635.00, as of the date of 

filing. (Petitioner's Exhibit #6). As such the total value of the future 

interest vested in both Daniel and Matt Brewington in the "Trust" was 

$529,060.00, at the time of filing, and the value of the future interest 

attributable to Husband's share in the "Trust" was $264,530.00, at the 

time of filing. 

I. Based upon the testimony of Sue Brewington and Husband, Husband 

is continuing to live rent free in the home where the parties lived 

during the marriage, and will continue to do so for the foreseeable 

future. No time has been set for him to begin paying rent. Sue 

Brewington is not expecting to receive any payment as rent for the 

time that Husband and Wife resided in the home as it was a gift. 

Further, the parties were able to make any improvements on said 

property that they wished. 

J. Based upon the testimony of Husband, Wife, and Sue Brewington, 
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Wife did much work to the marital home during the marriage and 

helped pay for many of the projects done to the home. Further, 

Wife's father helped with some of the major projects on the home. 

23. Liabilities incurred during the marriage include the gm Credit Card valued 

at $1591.52, the air credit card valued at $707.56, IIIIIIIIIIIIIIrvalued 

at $2,995.13, 	 valued at $134.14, 	 valued 

at $4,444.49, the4111111111.111=111110 valued at $7,552.84, iiiMi Card 

valued at $929.44, the AMU Card valued ata $1,115.10, and theT 

11111111111111116 Card valued at $5,502.10. (Petitioner's Exhibit #21). Some of 

said liabilities were incurred in purchasing some of the personal property. 

24. At the time of filing, Wife claimed a loan to her parents for her educational 

costs totaling $27,749.43, and Husband claimed a loan from his mother, Sue 

Brewington for approximately $22,638.81. Neither of said loans were 

reduced to writing, had set schedules for payment, or had provisions for 

interest to be charged against the parties. Further, some of the loans 

incurred by Husband were for the 2005 Ford Truck and Brewington 

Solutions, LLC. The Court finds insufficient evidence that they exist as 

marital obligations. As such, said loans will not be included in the division of 

assets and liabilities. 

IT IS THEREFORE ORDERED, ADJUDGED AND DECREED as follows: 

1. 	The bonds of matrimony heretofore existing between Petitioner and 

Respondent be and hereby are dissolved and forever set aside and the 

parties are restored to the state of unmarried persons. 
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2. Wife, Melissa Brewington is not now pregnant. 

3. Wife, Melissa Brewington, shall have sole legal and physical custody of the 

children of the parties, namely, 	born1111111111111111111111 and 

VINIOMMIRIbbornalM11111001  

4. Respondent/Husband, Daniel Brewington shall have visitation with the minor 

children as follows: 

A. Respondent shall not be entitled to visitation until he undergoes a 

mental health evaluation with a Mental Health Care Provider approved 

by the Court. The purpose of this evaluation is to determine if he is 

possibly a danger to the children, Wife and /or to himself. Further, 

Husband shall follow all recommendations made by the Mental Health 

Care Provider. 

B. If the Mental Health Care Provider determines that Husband is not a 

danger to the children, Wife, and/or to himself, Husband may have 

supervised visitation in a therapeutic setting for four (4) hours per 

week, in increments of two (2), two (2) hour visits per week. The 

Court shall make this determination after reviewing the evaluation. 

Visitation shall not begin until approved and ordered by the Court. If 

ordered, said supervised visitation shall be scheduled so as it does 

not interfere with the children's kindergarten and/or preschool 

schedules, and may be scheduled on weekends in which Wife works. 

Husband shall be responsible for obtaining the supervision in a 

therapeutic setting, and must provide Wife at least two (2) weeks 
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notice of the provider prior to setting any visitation. Husband shall be 

responsible for all expenses associated with the supervised visitation 

and must select a provider, to be approved by the Court, located 

within the Greater Cincinnati area. 

C. Husband may motion this Court for unsupervised visitation with the 

children, upon compliance with the recommendations of Mental Health 

Provider and recommendation by the provider of the supervised 

visitation, that unsupervised visitation may safely occur with the 

children. 

D. Husband must take all medications as prescribed and follow all 

recommendations of Mental Health Provider before supervised 

visitation may commence and/or continue. 

E. Because of the potential danger to the children, Husband must 

remove all postings created by him from the intemet concerning the 

children before any unsupervised visitation may commence and/or 

continue. 

F 	When the Court deems that it is appropriate following subsequent 

hearing or as agreed by the parties, the Court will consider 

Unsupervised Visitation between the Husband and the minor children 

shall in accord with Wife's Exhibit #34, and the holiday schedule in 

accord with Wife's Exhibit #24. See attached Exhibits "A" and "B". 

G. 

	

	Should unsupervised visitation be reinstated, the parties shall 

exchange the children a 
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in Cincinnati, Ohio. 

H. No overnight visitation shall occur between Husband and the minor 

children unless they are provided a room of their own. 

I. Husband may not remove the children from the Tri-State area (Ohio, 

Kentucky, or Indiana) without Wife's consent or Court Order. 

5. Both parties are restrained and enjoined from sharing any information 

concerning this dissolution with the minor children, except as needed per the 

advice of and assistance from a mental health provider. 

6. Both parties are enjoined and restrained from making any disparaging or 

derogatory comments concerning the other party or to the other party in the 

presence of the children. 

7. Husband is enjoined and restrained from interfering with Wife's attempt to 

find counseling for the minor children. 

8. Husband is enjoined and restrained from exposing the children to firearms. 

9. Husband is enjoined and restrained from exposing the children to any 

inappropriate movies. 

10. Beginning Friday, August 21, 2009, and continuing every Friday thereafter, 

Husband shall pay child support in the sum of $176.65 per week to the State 

Central Collections Unit, P. 0. Box 6219, Indianapolis, Indiana 46206, for the 

use and benefit of the minor children of the parties. Said amount is in accord 

with the Child Support Obligation Worksheet, a copy of which is attached 

hereto as Exhibit "C". (Petitioner's Exhibit #35). Husband shall also pay all 

annual support docketing fees as required by law. 
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11. The Wife shall be responsible for the first $1,038.96 of all medical, hospital, 

dental, optical, orthodontia, psychological/psychiatric expenses not covered 

by insurance and incurred for the benefit of the minor children of the parties. 

All medical, hospital, dental, optical, orthodontia, psychological/psychiatric 

expenses not covered by insurance and incurred for the benefit of the minor 

children in excess of $1,038.96 shall be divided as follows: 44.77% to 

Husband and 55.23% to Wife. 

12. Wife shall be entitled to claim the children as her dependents for federal, 

state, and local income tax purposes in all tax years as Husband is not 

employed. 

13. Husband is ordered to pay to Wife the sum of $40,000.00 as a partial 

reimbursement of Wife's Attorney fees and Judgment is entered against 

Husband in this amount. 

14. Husband is ordered to pay to Wife the sum of $450.00 as partial 

reimbursement for said appraisal fees incurred and Judgment is entered 

against Husband in this amount. 

15. Husband is ordered to pay to Wife the sum of $2,100.00 as reimbursement 

for his share of the fees to Connor and Associates, PLLC., and Judgment is 

entered against Husband in this amount. 

16. The Division of Assets and Liabilities shall be in accord with the Division of 

Assets and Liabilities attached hereto as Exhibit "D". Considering the 

inheritance of husband through the Trust, the Court finds that an unequal 

division of the marital estate is appropriate. Husband shall receive fifty-five 
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per cent (55%) and wife shall received forty-five per cent (45%) to the marital 

estate. The gun safe is to be removed from the personal property list as 

Husband purchased the same after filing. Husband's 111/MIM Bank 

Account is to be added into the property division. The Court also denies 

wife's request for the stained glass window and the Venetian blinds as they 

are fixtures. Judgment is entered in favor of Wife and against Husband in 

the amount of $122,280.80 as set forth in Exhibit D attached. 

17. Wife shall be entitled to pick up her items from the marital home within thirty 

(30) days of the issuance of this Order. The Ripley County Sheriffs 

Department shall supervise the exchange of property in accord with 

paragraph #14. The specific time and place of the exchange shall be at the 

convenience of Wife and the Ripley County Sheriffs Department. 

18. Husband shall pay to Wife the sum of $640.00 to replace the funds Husband 

removed from the account containing 111111111111.1111.11. money from 

birthdays, holidays and other events. Wife shall place said amount in the 

custodial bank account that she has set up for 1111111111111111p and said 

funds are to be used fo611111111■1111111ft benefit. 

19. Husband shall be restrained and enjoined from abusing, harassing, or 

disturbing the peace of or committing any assault or battery upon the Wife 

and the children of the parties. 
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SO ORDERED THIS  1  7  DAY OF 	h 7,......74-- 	 , 2009. 

c.c. Angela G. Loechel, Esq. 

Daniel Brewin ton, Respondent/Husband 


